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President’s Message
Going down is no good
This is one of those rare years in the India story in which the bad news continues to dog
us right to the year- end. The most hopeful of entrepreneurs will find it hard to deny that
we are in the middle of a prolonged economic slowdown, which seems to be veering
towards a real depression, if we believe that the GDP growth has been dressed up to the
extent of 2.5% as a former Chief Economic Adviser believes.
Normally we wrap up the year in December with a recounting of the positives and get
ready to celebrate New Year on a note of optimism. This December, I don't know how
many takers there will be for optimism, cautious or otherwise.

Dr. M R Khambete

The numbers look bad
GDP which is now consistently going down quarter
after quarter did not fail to disappoint. It is now at a
dismal 4.5% in the 3rd Quarter and the last quarter
doesn't look very promising either. Manufacturing
growth is negative at -1% and Agriculture at 2%
Rahul Kanwal of India Today says “If the Indian
economy continues to grow at the current rate it will
take 14 more years for India to hit the $5 trillion
target. The Government promised a $5 trillion
economy by 2025. However, at the current rate of
growth, the Indian economy will be only $ 3.49 trillion in 2025.”
GDP is the lowest in 6 years, core industries have huge negative growth, sales are down across all sectors, almost
every fundamental has nose-dived. The only thing which is flying high is the Sensex which crossed 41000 on
th
26 November 2019. Was that some sort of major manipulation/scam at play? Or was it simply because some few blue
chips are doing really well?
Consolation
While Moody's Investor Service rubbed it in by lowering India's rating outlook to 'negative' from 'stable', the other
rating agency Standard & Poor reaffirmed India's sovereign credit rating with stable outlook and expects Asia's third
largest economy to grow strongly over the next two years.
The Finance Ministry spokesperson quoting from S & P's said that “India's economy continues to achieve impressive
long-term growth rates despite a recent deceleration. It is believed that the economic slowdown is cyclical rather than
structural. “They expect the economy to continue to outperform its peers on the back of rising domestic demand and
strong demographics”.
Finally, end on a positive note according to custom, India's goods and services tax collections which were Rs 97,637
crore in November last year and Rs 95,380 crore in October this year, rose 6% to Rs 1.03 lakh crore in November 2019,
reversing 2 months of decline, with experts attributing the increase to festive shopping and better compliance.
Jai Hind! Wishing all our members and member Associations, officials, friends and readers a VERY HAPPY NEW YEAR!
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COSIA Meets the MSME Minister

A man of action
Nitin Gadkari is currently the
Minister for Road Transport &
Highways of India and Shipping
Ministry & MSME Minister. He
built an early reputation as a
man of action with the
construction of 55 flyovers in
Mumbai, and cemented it with
the Mumbai-Pune Expressway,
which magically cut short the
time, torture and dangers of the
old Bombay-Pune Road.
India now knows him as the
man who has turned around the
transport infrastructure, with his
relentless dynamism, innovative
approach and out-of-the-box
thinking. Pushing up the
construction rate of highways
from 12 kms per day in 2014-15
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to 27 kms a day by 2017-18, he
is a man who has projects, facts
and figures at his finger-tips,
plus the kind of enthusiasm
which is very infectious.
MSMEs get a doer in Delhi
So, when Nitin Gadkari took
charge as MSME Minister in
June 2019, most MSMEs knew
that action and changes would
inevitably follow. “The most
important work to be done is
boosting economic
development of the country by
employment generation and the
MSME is a core ministry which
can create jobs in rural, semiurban and urban areas of the
country,” Gadkari said after
assuming charge.

He has also laid great emphasis
on import substitution.
As an apex Association, COSIA,
has tenaciously pushed for
MSME-friendly policies from
successive Governments which
have often paid lip-service to
their contributions to exports,
employment and manufacturing
GDP, but failed to deliver simple,
needed infrastructure & a
hassle-free environment.
COSIA invited to meet Nitin
Gadkari
It was, therefore, a real pleasure
to get an invitation from the
Ministry of MSME to meet the
Hon'ble Minister. Our VicePresident, Purushottam Agwan
flew down to Delhi on 6th

COSIA NEWS
December, 2019 for a one-onone meeting. It was a friendly
but very business-like meeting
with the Minister where many of
the issues long plaguing us as an
Association, as well as, MSMEs
as a whole were discussed in
detail.

Issues and suggestions
1.
BMO Accreditation
and Representation on the
National MSME Board:

The Cabinet committee has
passed the amendment to revise
the definition of MSME using
thresholds of GST Turnover of 5
Cr / 75 Cr / 250 Cr for classifying
Micro Small and Medium
Enterprises respectively.

manufacturers, simply by
assembling a few nuts & bolts,
even as they merely traded in
high-value machines.

These thresholds are too high.
The Government's objective is to
encourage genuine MSMEs
because they can generate high
employment per unit of

In the circumstances, COSIA
suggested that the thresholds be
revised downwards with
minimum employment riders,
after wider consultations, to say
- 5 Cr / 20 Employees, 25 Cr / 60
Employees and 75 Cr / 150
Employees. The Minister seemed

investment. Without such a
linkage the whole exercise
would be self-defeating.

convinced about the possibility
of misuse and promised to take
up the suggestion for review.

For example, an enterprise with
Rs.100 crores turnover obviously
does not need hand-holding or
subsidies to survive. Instead the
initiative could end up being
abused. Large multinationals
could gain backdoor entry as
MSMEs by taking Udyog Aadhar
registration under the guise of

3.
D e l a y e d Pa y m e n t
Penal Provisions – Plugging
the loopholes:

COSIA was the First National
Level Industry Association to
have received BMO
Accreditation from NABET. It was
told that Accredited BMOs
would be given preference for
representing MSME issues at
various fora.
However, despite being a
Member of the National MSME
Board in 2011-12 and part of the
PM Task Force in 2010-11, COSIA
was not invited to join the Board
t h e r e a f t e r. K n o w i n g t h e
grassroots level at which COSIA
operates and its ethical and
objective stand on many issues,
the Hon'ble Minister promised to
look into the issue of
representation on the Board.
2.
Dangers of the
proposed MSME Definition by
Turnover

It was brought to the notice of
the Hon'ble Minister that
Facilitation Councils are finding
themselves toothless and
ineffective because large
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corporates are taking the
matters to High courts and
endlessly delaying resolution of
payment issues.
COSIA has requested the
Ministr y to ensure strict
implementation of the
requirement to deposit 75% of
the claim with the court before
the hearing of any delayed
payment case. In addition, we
also asked for a clear
provision to disallow the
expense, if the delay is
beyond 90 days. The
Ministry has promised a
prompt review of the issues
raised and take action as
necessary.

During this period, they want the
full wages in hand without any
PF or ESIS deductions.
Given this situation most prefer
to work as unorganized labour
without any records and
protection. To bring them into
the main stream and help them
acquire formal skills of their
choice, COSIA suggested the
following process –

These youth are not sure of the
trade they want to take up. It's
only after a year`s exposure that
they understand industry and
can visualize the possible trade
they would like to make their
career in.
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3. The Interns, should, thereafter
attend 3 Months of Training, in
the Trade of their choice at some
Government / Private recognized
ITI. Government to pay lumpsum fees of Rs 7500 per student
to ITI for 3 months.
4. MSMEs volunteer for the
I n t e r n s h i p Pr o g r a m a n d
register as employer for such
Interns. They can form a cluster
under the Industry Association
(Business Membership
Organisations)

4. Earn and Learn
Apprentices:
This is an issue close to
COSIA's heart. COSIA
pointed out that out of 12
crore hands employed by
4.5 crore MSMEs, about 6-8
crores are in the 18-25 years
age and are unemployable for
want of any skill and education.

and Accident Insurance Cover.
Experiencing the industry from
within, they can then choose
what they like.

1. The Non-SSC /unskilled youth
between 17 to 22 Years age, get
registered for Industrial
Internship, with Aadhar based
Unique Labour ID with the State
Government.
2. MSMEs would engage them
for Industrial Orientation for one
year as Interns with a stipend of
70 % of the Minimum Wages

5.Af ter this, under our
suggested Apprenticeship
Program, students have to
work for 5 days a week at a
stipend of 80% / 90 % and
100% of Minimum Wages for
the 1st, 2nd & 3rd year
respectively and Accident
insurance cover. (whereas as
an ITI student, they will neither
get enough hands-on experience
and will also have to pay fees for
the 3 years course)
6.
To ensure the imparting
of Trade related theoretical
Inputs for such Apprentices, a
mechanism has to be evolved
whereby, during the 6th day and
Holiday, volunteering BMO and
the ITI organise it with the

COSIA NEWS
Government bearing the fees for
this training.
7. After 3 years of
Apprenticeship, the students will
appear for NCTV Exam like any
ITI student and get a formal ITI
Diploma. After which there is no
binding on MSME to formally
engage students for a
permanent job.
8. Advantage - About 6 to 8
crores youth will be gainfully
employed, even as they learn.
EVERYONE WINS - The
Intern/Apprentice - The MSME
and the Government whose
modest financial outlay will lead
to guaranteed training &
employment.
Hon'ble minister found merit in
the suggestion and promised to
put it up before the appropriate
forum for consideration on our
behalf.
New Solar Installation will
halt:
It is reliably learnt that a new
regulation by MERC is planning
to replace the present Unit for
Unit Barter system of Billing by
export of Units of Solar
Installations @ just Rs 3/per
unit, instead of the present
exchange taking place at about
Rs. 10/11.
The loss of Rs.8 per unit

translates into about Rs 24000
per month for a 25 KW plant
producing 3000 units pm. Such a
move will bring new solar
Installations to a grinding halt
and make old installations nonviable.
It will not only be tantamount to
a breach of contract for MSEDCL
but will also seriously jeopardize
the Government's ambitious
target of reaching 100 GW Solar
Power by 2022.
The Hon'ble Minister agreed
with our view and promised to
intervene to make necessary
amends.

5.

VenDEx -Exhibition:

COSIA af ter successfully
conducting 3 editions of VenDEx
applied for MSME Ministry's
support for the 4th Edition of
VenDEx - B2B Exhibition for
MSMEs and PSUs under National
Vendor Development Program.
However, no communication is
received from the Ministr y
despite expiry of proposed
dates.
The Minister promised that he
will look into the matter and
his office will communicate
shortly.

CLASSIFIED

Available for Sale/Rent
Industrial Galas 2 Nos. Attached.
500 Sq.ft.each Carpet , Newly Painted ,
12 'height With Power, Done Up Bathroom,
Wall To Wall Poly Vinyle Carpet ,
st
1 Floor Punjani Estate, Khopat Thane

Contact :
Damani : 9920423585 / 9819020302
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Monetary Policy &
Trade Credit
– MSME's Lifeline
- BHAWARLAL CHANDAK
It should take an integrated view of both bank and non-bank credit
channels Immobilization of trade credit has hit MSMEs
Monetary policy is the macroeconomic
policy laid down by the central bank. It
involves management of:
· Money supply and
· Interest rate
It is the demand side economic policy used
by the government of a country to achieve
macroeconomic objectives like regulating:
· Inflation,
· Consumption,
· Growth and liquidity.
· Financial stability

Policy Uncertainty & impact
If stability is the hallmark of good monetary
policy, the Reserve Bank of India's frequent
shifts in policy relating to bank lending
rates over the last 25 years — starting with
the PLR in 1994, the BPLR (2003), Base Rate
(2010), the MCLR (2016), and now, external
bench marking — reect policy rate
uncertainty.
§ A prime rate or prime lending rate is an
interest rate used by the Banks, usually the
interest rate at which banks lend to
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favoured customers – i.e. those with good
credit. Some variable interest rates may be
expressed as a percentage above or below
prime rate.
§ BPLR stands for Benchmark Prime Lending
Rate. It is also simply referred to as the
'Prime Rate' or the “Prime Lending Rate”.
Earlier, it was used by banks to lend money
to its customers, with each Bank having its
own BPLR which made it difficult for
borrowers to compare interest rates across
banks.
§ MCLR, that is, Marginal Cost of Fund
based Lending rate is the internal
benchmark rate used by banks to fix the
interest rate on floating rate loans. Starting
from 1st April 2016, all Banks in India are
required to benchmark and price their loans
to MCLR.
§ Base rate is the minimum rate set by the
Reserve Bank of India below which Banks
are not allowed to lend to its customers.

MSME FINANCE
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Base rate is decided in order to
enhance transparency in the
credit market and ensure that
Banks pass on the lower cost
of funds to their customers.

Is the Bank-centric
model the culprit?

Home loan interest rate
charged is base rate plus
spread. For example, if
bank base rate is 10% and
spread is 0.5% then your
effective home loan interest
rate is 10% + 0.5% =
10.5%. Spread is equal to
or more than zero.
Leaving aside the market
rates, even banks' lending
rates remain at variance with
monetary policy intents. This
results in:
v Growing nancial sector
instability/vulnerability
v Growth uncertainty
v Credit-constrained MSMEs
v Low farm prices
v Surplus liquidity with
banks
v Unprecedented liquidity
constraint with businesses
and:
v A high level of cash in the
economy despite digitization
all of which reect poor
monetary policy outcomes.
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How did we get into such
adverse conditions? Why is
the nancial sector more
vulnerable now than ever
before, despite the
experience/ expertise gained
by the RBI over the last 25
years, the advent of
monetary-model based policy
analysis and economic
forecasting, and Big Data
analytics?
One of the key reasons lies in
the bank-centric monetary
policy framework.
It misses out on the systemic
role of the trade credit channel
in dening monetary policy
transmission (MPT).
A guesstimate of working
capital requirement based on

the turnover of 94.3 lakh rms
which led income tax/
service tax returns for FY14,
the outstanding working
capital of banks and
miniscule bank
working capital ows
to the unorganized
sector show that
banks meet less than
one-third of the
aggregate working
capital needs of
businesses.
A monetary policy
architecture built on a
narrow, bank-centric
base cannot be stable and
sound.
A partial view of Monetary
Policy Transmission can lead
to mistaken conclusions about
the working of the monetary
policy.
From our own experience we
know, the RBI's assertion of
surplus bank liquidity is
deceptive when businesses
are reeling under an
unprecedented liquidity crisis.
Non-bank credit, especially
trade credit, is the
predominant source of
working capital across
businesses. Trade credit is an
equal, if not more, important
channel of MPT as a bank.
Trade credit is the largest

MSME FINANCE
credit intermediary - far bigger
than the banking network. The
World over, trade or B2B credit
sales are the single largest
common source of short-term
business credit.
In terms of credit volume, reach
and supply chain nancing,
trade credit is far bigger and
inclusive than bank credit.
It provides market, funding and
transactional liquidity.

total liabilities ratios were 12.3
per cent and 8.6 per cent
respectively for Fy11.

According to the Association of
Chartered Certied Accountants,
London, trade credit supports
almost half of B2B transactions
globally. Dun & Bradstreet's
study of 9,600 companies in
India shows that these
companies' account payables
and short-term bank credit to

The RBI's annual sample studies
of nancials of non-government,
non-nancial public limited
companies' sundry creditors and
short-term bank credit to total
liabilities ratios averaged 12 per
cent and 10 per cent,
respectively, during the 19912010 period.

Only 5-10 per cent of MSMEs
have working capital from
banks.
Predominance of certain
business communities in trade
and industry is due to trade
credit nancing. Trade credit reintermediates bank credit and
suppliers' credit by creating a
credit intermediation chain.

TISA
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the length, depth and strength of
the credit chain, which itself is
dependent on the sequential
trade credit creation by rms
along the supply chain.

D i s r u p t i o n o f Tr a d e
Credit-Cascading effect
When trade credit is working
well, it goes largely unnoticed.
But once it is taken away then
the supply chains, the payment
system, liquidity, credit ows
and growth are disrupted.
The World Bank advocates trade
credit as an important tool for
channeling credit by large /
liquid rms to MSMEs.
Bank working capital
ultimately transforms into
trade credit; the two form,
interdependent and interlocked functional links along
the supply chain nancing
network. The transaction
nancing role of trade credit is
similar to that of currency and
bank demand deposit.

Trade Credit System
efficiency is crucial
A rm's bank credit need is
greatly determined by volume
and tenure of its receivables and
payables. Bank credit growth, its
multiplier and the executiveness
of MPT crucially depend on the
working efficiency of the trade
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credit system.
Inclusion of the trade credit
channel in the monetary policy
framework helps in better
understanding of the response
of output/demand to policy
measures and complexities of
the MPT working mechanism.
The cumulative eﬀects of
millions of day-to-day trade
credit transactions, as well as,
their role as last-mile links in
credit creation and distribution
on macro credit aggregates, are
very large.
Trade credit inuences the total
volume of liquidity owing to
the business sector and its
allocation across rms. Market
interest rates are also to a great
extent determined by its demand
and supply.
Credit velocity is dependent on

The sudden stoppage of a good
part of trade credit nancing which comes from
unaccounted/informal business
capital/ funds - following
demonetization and the
implementation of the GST has
left a large gap in trade credit
ows.
The chain eﬀects of such a
disruptive event are quite
extensive, complex and
excessive. These include the
unprecedented liquidity crisis,
the spurt in credit-related delays
/ defaults, disruptions in the
supply chain nancing network
and disturbances in the payment
system.

Consequential impact
The fear of delay/default, the
need for hedging against
uncertainty in cash ows and the

MSME FINANCE
risk of credit rollover lead to
higher liquidity hold-back. All
these actions further aggravate
the liquidity crisis.

Trade Credit – The Key to
resolving the Liquidity
Crisis

Over the years, the growing trust
decit, the weakening of trade
credit practices/conventions and
changes in the credit culture from being ethically committed
to honour debt commitments to
indiﬀerent, opportunistic
behavior - and a decline in
perceived reliability / credit
worthiness in general add on to
this crisis.

Without attending to trade credit
issues, it is diﬃcult to solve the
problem of the liquidity squeeze.
Restoring the full circular flow of
informal/unaccounted business
funds by formalisation is
necessary. This is a practical
solution to the large-scale
liquidity gap across businesses.

Lower business condence and
c a p e x f o l l o w. A l l t h e s e
aggravate the economic crisis,
despite sound macro
fundamentals and monumental
reforms.

We need to identify the hurdles/
gaps in the credit ows and
devise trade nance
inter ventions to prevent
disruptions in supply chain
nancing. Trade credit's role as
the lender of last resort needs to
be strengthened to provide
nancial stability to un-banked
rms. Emphasis on bank
liquidity/credit ows alone can
be an over simplied and
inadequate response to the
crisis.

Rationale and framework for this
were discussed in my previous
article (see TISA, July 2019).

The monetar y policy must
account for the following factors
which may impact growth:
· Take an integrated view of both
bank and non-bank credit
channels
· The role of the trade credit
network's in Monetary Policy
Transmission
· Tr a d e C r e d i t c h a n n e l s
behaviors during nancial crisis
· The role of diminished trust
and condence in Trade Credit
channels. This aggravates the
liquidity crisis.
TISA
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India's RCEP pull-outImplications for the
future
RCEP negotiations may now be concluded as China appeared more than open to
continuing negotiations among the 15 countries. RCEP negotiations without India may
now be concluded in 2020 but a deal without India would have significant implications
for the Asian regional order in future.

A spoke in the RCEP wheel
When India announced that it was pulling
out of the Regional Comprehensive
Economic Partnership (RCEP) negotiations
it represented possibly for the first time, the
full impact of public pressure on trade
negotiations. A decision which previously
would have been taken by a few people at
the top, had to accept the fact, that
sizeable sections of Indian Industry, not to
speak of political parties like the Indian
National Congress were against the move.
In fact, Prime Minister Modi had earlier
stated that the negotiations did not reflect
the RCEP guiding principles. So, it was not
wholly unexpected when India pulled out
of the RCEP pact with the Prime Minister
saying in Bangkok that his conscience did
not permit him to agree to the current form
of the trade agreement.

Impact
RCEP negotiations may now be concluded
as China appeared more than open to
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continuing negotiations among the 15
countries. RCEP negotiations without India
may now be concluded in 2020 but a deal
without India would have significant
implications for the Asian regional order in
future.
· RCEP was meant to be the biggest free
trade agreement with 40 per cent of global
commerce and 35 per cent GDP involving
16 countries, home to 3.6 billion people or
half the population of the world.
With India's withdrawal, more than a third
of that population group will not be a part
of the Regional Comprehensive Economic
Partnership.
· Also, with China and India supporting a
free and open economic system, it was
expected to be a major counter to Donald
Trump's, America First policy and
protectionist trends which have been
building up in the world. Instead India's
withdrawal actually signals the emergence
of an India First policy.

FOREIGN TRADE
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· An emerging economy of
India's size and stature is likely
to influence the position of other
countries in the negotiations.
Japan has already indicated that
it has second thoughts on the
RCEP given India's withdrawal.
· It is clear that an international
economic elite can no longer
unilaterally decide to enter into
agreements connecting the
domestic economies with the
world economy.

the Trans-Pacific Partnership
(TPP11) under Donald Trump
after earlier agreeing to it and
now India's withdrawal from the
RCEP, protectionist tendencies
have received a major boost.
· Consequently, hopes of a
stable international economic
order to counter a rapacious
China which has been gobbling
up international markets with
sharp practices, appears to be in
shambles.

to give a boost to Indian
exports.
Ÿ

Even without a Free Trade
Agreement with China,
India's trade deficit with
China is around 50% of its
trade deficit of $105 billion
with RCEP members.

Ÿ

Opening the FTA door would
have led to a flood of cheap
Chinese made goods
crowding out Indian
products.
The experience with
Regional Trade Agreements
has been none too good.
India has 15 such
agreements which definitely
boost bilateral trade but also
invariably add to our trade
deficit.
The farming community
wanted agricultural produce
and dairy out of the RCE.
Also, steel, auto, copper and
aluminum industries in
particular.
To acclimatizes (read protect)
domestic manufacturers
India wanted to:
Give an initial tariff reduction
on only 65 per cent of the
goods from ASEAN
countries, with reductions
on another 15% over a 10year period.

Ÿ

Ÿ

· In his article, in The Diplomat
of November 14, 2019 Mie Oba
writes “In geopolitical terms,
India's withdrawal was a blow
to Japan. For Japan, RCEP is an
important steep towards a free
and open economic system, one
that would pressure the United
States to return to a trade
framework, with an Indian
presence checking Chinese
influence.”
· With the US withdrawal from
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Why the pull-out?
Ÿ

· India has trade deficits with 11
of the 15 other RCEP members,
many of them sizeable.
· India has the highest average
tariff rate among RCEP
members. Naturally, it would
suffer the maximum in bringing
tariffs down to zero.
· A NITI Aayog report also
concluded that tariff reductions
by RCEP members was unlikely

Ÿ

Ÿ

To reduce tariff only on 62.5
per cent of items for
countries like Japan and

FOREIGN TRADE
South Korea with
India already has
agreements
Ÿ As for the other
members, including
the reduction would

which
trade

Ÿ

RCEP
China,
be on

To prevent China from
additionally exporting its
goods to India through other
RCEP nations at zero tariff,
India wanted value add of
25 per cent for a member to

would automatically apply
when a certain mutually
agreed threshold of imports
was crossed. It had to be
automatic so as to contain
any damage to its economy.
This was also not accepted.

India also objected to:
a) Demands for data exclusivitywhich refers to the protection of
clinical trial data that regulators
require to prove the efficacy of a
new drug and.
b) Patent term extensions
ostensibly given for delays in
processing patent applications
that would essentially expand
the patent period to more than
20 years.
This would have been a double
whammy for India. It would hurt
one of our major exports viz
generic pharmaceutical
production and it would also
have restricted access to
inexpensive generic drugs
within India.
Ÿ

42.5% of the item.
Ÿ Even when it offered to
literalize tariffs on 74 per
cent of goods from China,
Australia and New Zealand
and on up 86 per cent for
other members there
were no takers.
Ÿ

claim to be the “country of
origin”.This was not
accepted.
Ÿ

To protect itself India wanted
“safeguard duties” which

They wanted India to
commit to future tariff cuts
on 92 per cent for all
countries, as also the
immediate elimination of
its import duties on more
than 25 per cent of the
items it trades, on RCEP
coming into effect.
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Does India need to
rethink?
It's a no-brainer that opting out
of a regional economic grouping
from a position of strength is far
more preferable than opting out
of it, out of weakness. India's
retreat, in a sense, would be
understandable if we wanted to
protect our industries
temporarily until we
acclimatizes them to bear the
cold of real international
competition.
Ÿ But we have to grow up
some time .But given our
lumbering democracy and
the confused signals coming
through, there seems to be
no coherent big plan of how
to equip ourselves in
industry and services, to
enable India to compete with
other nations on equal terms
in international trade.
In an interesting article in the
Economic Times of
th
November 15 Devashish
Mitra makes several
noteworthy points for a
re-consideration of our
decision to withdraw from
the RCEP .
Ÿ Take the argument that Free
Trade Agreement does not
amount to Free Trade.
Ÿ An FTA leads to both “trade
creation” and “trade
diversion”

Ÿ
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Ÿ The latter is the diversion of
imports, from more efficient
FTA non-members, to FTA
members who now benefit
from lower tariff.
Ÿ The latter provides “the

Accordingly, by deciding to join
RCEP, India's tariffs would have
been really lowered only in
respect of 3 countries: China,
Australia and New Zealand.
India anticipated a sudden
surge in imports of labourintensive manufactured
goods from China which
could wipe out India's
manufacturing industries.

protectionist attraction” of
being part of the group,
while the former is the free
trade component.

Ÿ An FTA will lead to freer
trade if trade creation is
greater than trade diversion.
when initial tariffs are low,
with the exception of a small
number of industries, trade
diversion should be
relatively small.
Ÿ Let's isolate the problem
areas in RCEP. India already
has bilateral trade
agreements with Japan,
Malaysia, Singapore,
Thailand and South Korea.
It also has an FTA with the 10
member ASEAN grouping of
which Malaysia, Singapore and
Thailand are members. This
means that nothing changes
between India and 12 out of the
15 other members of RCEP.

But any standard FTA has a
safety valve or escape clause.
ny import surge, that causes
injury in the form of losses in
output, profits and employment,
immediately allows the
triggering of temporar y
protection. This period of
protection, is for restructuring of
the injured industry to make it
ready for international
competition.
AS the RCEP negotiations are
being held behind closed doors
it is not clear if this standard FTA
escape clause was or was not
part of the deal, as it is claimed
to be one of the sticking points.
Another sticking point appears
to be competition from New
Zealand in dairy products.
Here the Government seems to
have tried to shield dairy farmers
at the expense of the consumer,
which is almost every Indian.
Services is an area where India

FOREIGN TRADE
enjoys a comparative advantage
but this is an area where
relaxation of barriers to service
trade, in the form of granting
licence and permits, as well as,
allowing freer movement of
professionals is difficult to
gauge or prescribe.
The best reason to re-think is our
own past experience of
protectionism which miserable
failed us till the World Bank
mandated reforms of 1991.
After the big trade reforms in
1991, economic growth has
been 6% a year in 17 of the last
28 years. In 12 of those years,
growth has been close to 8% or
higher. Impressive by any
standards. More so
when compared
with the standards
during 1960-70
when growth was
in the range of 13%.
· Trade reforms,
even in the absence
of many other
much-needed
reforms delivered
us consistent high growth. This
is hardly the time for us to turn
our backs on embracing free
trade, productivity, innovation,
expansion and growth.
It makes great sense for India
to unleash the next
generation of reforms in India

and considering that Japan
and even China are still eager
for India to clamber aboard,
negotiate better terms and
join up with RCEP.

Summing up
All of the reasons for not joining
RCEP sound pretty convincing.
But the actual “sau baat ka ek
baat” is that Indian
manufacturing is simply not
equipped to take on competition
from outside.
· Manufacturing is stagnating
at around 15 per cent of GDP for
several years.

Sector units. Labour law reforms
have been on the anvil but never
implemented for decades.
· High interest rates and
inadequate credit continue to
constrict industries, particularly
MSMEs from functioning
optimally.
· Rule of Law at every level
needs to have more muscle and
teeth. Poor enforcement of
contracts is a perennial
grievance for foreign investors.
· There is the massive deficiency
in infrastructures such as roads,
inland waterways, ports, railway
freight lines etc.

· The licence-permit Raj may

have loosened its stranglehold
just a wee bit but we still remain
a highly protected economy.
· The protected economy
reflects an abject failure to take
necessary reform measures
head-on, such as privatisation of
hulking, loss-making Public-

A lot of work is
happening but
nowhere near
the scale of what
is required. For
e x a m p l e ,
logistics costs in
India are around
13 to 14 per cent
o f G D P, a s
compared to 8
per cent in
developed
countries.
Finally, the more we protect
our industries, the more it
becomes politically difficult to
take any radical steps that
may be required to get things
back on track. Its time India
grew-up.
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MSMEs – Look at yourself
through the Banker's eyes
CA. ATUL DONDE

Form filling is only step
one for a loan

Instead, the credit manager
started filling a lengthy form called
“Process Note”.

One of my MSME clients prepared
the loan application with full
details of security, projections
quotations, requisite consents and
permissions. He expected the
sanction of the loan on the
strength of these papers.

My friend expected that since he
had given optimistic projections
and adequate security, the loan
would be granted immediately.
This was not to be.
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That kind of speed and minimal
paper-work may be possible in a
“Retail Loan application” for a Car
or even a Housing Loan. But for
business loans, just security and
financial statements are not good
enough. Over and above the bare
financial data, the borrower needs
to gain the confidence of the
lender.

BANKING
For this her/his “Compliance
Level”and “Discipline in
operating a Bank Account”are
crucial whether it is a bank or a
private lender.

· Comparison of the projected

figures with the actual financial
results.
· Ancillary business generated

through the borrower.

What is your history?

W h e t h e r y o u a r e Ta x
compliant.
·

If you thought history is what
you read in textbooks and mainly
about kings and queens, think
again. For all the optimistic
projections that you do, what is
crucial for the regular renewal of
say, your Cash Credit account is
its history.
The history of your account and
transactions will determine how
your application is dealt with by
the bank.
Accordingly, you will have to
continuously monitor your bank
account. If you have not already
made this your practice, start
right now. Make the best use of
December and January.
Let us see how the appraisal of
the borrower account is done by
the banker.

· Audit queries/ objections
raised by the bank's internal
auditor or stock auditor and your
responses.
· Frequency of Temporary Over

Draft (TOD) requests by the
borrower.
· The quantum and nature of the
Deposits you hold in the bank.
This appraisal is done at the time
of renewal of the CC limit or at
the time of processing of new
loan application.

Time to get things right
before year-end.
Why is December so crucial in
your dealings with the bank?

If you are not one of those who
manage their affairs
scrupulously throughout the
year, December is the month the
alarm bell rights. You must, at
least now, give top priority to the
task of improving your relations
with the bank during the
remaining period of the financial
year, to ensure that your loan
renewal or new loans are looked
at favourably by the Bank in the
next financial year.
The internal risk assessment by
the bank is extremely important
for you. Improved risk rating will
reward you by way ease in
renewal/sanction of loan, as well
as reduction in the interest rate.
You, the entrepreneur still have
four months in hand to do this
homework. If you are having
good relations, you have to
chance to better it and if you
have not fared well so far, or are
performing below the expected
level, you have a chance to
improve it during the next 100
days.

Bank Appraisal
The major factors a bank studies
during the appraisal process are:
· Whether you have complied
with all the post-sanction terms
and conditions.
· Whether you are punctual in
repaying the instalments.
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So, go through your Statement of account right from April 2019 and check where you score less
marks. You still have four months to correct or improve the situation.

If you monitor each of these points continuously during the year, you can be sure, your bank manager will
be more than happy to sanction your loans.
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RAVI ELECTRICALS PVT. LTD.
AN ISO 9001-2015 CERTIFIED COMPANY
R

RAVISTAT

Mfg. Exporter of Variable Auto Transformer

We like to introduce ourselves as one of the leading Manufacturer Exporter of Variable Auto Transformer.
Product ranges from 1 Ampere to 600Ampere, Single/Three Phase, Open/Close Type. We are in this business for
the past 30 years and have gained a lot goodwill. Our products are exported to USA, UK, France, Sweden, Italy,
Finland, Saudi Arabia, Dubai, Morocco, Malaysia, Singapore & Indonesia. For more information visit us at
www.variableautotransformer.com ; www.ravistat.com Or E-mail enquiry at sales@ravistat.com

1Amps, Model no.:1F-1 2Amps, Model no.:2F-1 6Amps, Model no.:6F-1 20Amps,Model no.:20F-1 2Amps, Model no.:2P-1
Open type, Panel Mounting. Open type, Panel Mounting. Open type, Panel Mounting. Open type,Panel Mounting. Open type, Panel Mounting.
i/p: 240V AC . o/p: 0-270V i/p: 240V AC . o/p: 0-270V i/p: 240V AC . o/p: 0-270V i/p: 240V AC . o/p: 0-270V i/p: 240V AC . o/p: 0-270V

10Amps, Model no.:10P-1 15Amps, Model no.:15P-1 28Amps, Model no.:28P-1
Open type, Panel Mounting. Closed type, Panel Mounting. Closed type, Panel Mounting.
i/p: 240V AC . o/p: 0-270V i/p: 240V AC . o/p: 0-270V i/p: 240V AC . o/p: 0-270V

2 A m p s ,
Model no.:2F-3
Open type,
Floor Mounting.
i/p: 415V AC .
O/p: 0-470V

100Amps, Model no.:100TM-3
Ta n k Ty p e , O i l c o o l e d .
i/p: 415V AC . o/p: 0-470V

1 0 A m p s ,
Model no.:10F-3
Open type,
Floor Mounting.
i/p: 415V AC.
O/p: 0-470V

2 0 A m p s ,
Model no.:20F-3
Open type,
Floor Mounting.
i/p: 415V AC.
O/p: 0-470V

50Amps, Model no.:50F-1
Open type, Panel Mounting.
i/p: 240V AC . o/p: 0-270V

2 8 A m p s ,
Model no.:28F-3
Open type,
Floor Mounting.
i/p: 415V AC.
O/p: 0-470V

400Amps, Model no.:400TM-3
Ta n k Ty p e , O i l c o o l e d .
i/p: 415V AC 50/60Hz. o/p: 0-470V

6 0 A m p s ,
Model no.:60F-3
MOTORISED
Open type,
Floor Mounting.
i/p: 415V AC.
O/p: 0-470V

600Amps, Model no.:600TM-3
Ta n k Ty p e , O i l c o o l e d .
i/p: 415V AC 50/60Hz. o/p: 0-470V

RAVI ELECTRICALS PVT. LTD.
Plot no.A-420, Rd no.28, MIDC, Wagle Estate, Thane-604, MH, India. Tel: 91-22-25824626 /17
sales@ravistat.com ; jitendra@ravistat.com ; www.ravistat.com ; www.variableautotransformer.com GST NO: 27AAECR3831K1Z7
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State of MSMEs
Don't know who is more confused. The Government, RBI &
financial institutions or the MSMEs themselves?
Small businesses have been facing a spate
of disruptions since the Government
decided to demonetize high-value currency
notes in November 2016. This abrupt move
was followed by a hasty implementation of
the goods and services tax in 2017, and the
final nail was the liquidity crunch triggered
by a series of debt defaults by group
companies of Infrastructure Leasing and
Financial Services Ltd in 2018.

Confused signals
th

shore up a sliding economy. RBI issued a
Circular in this regard
She said state-owned lenders will meet
with Non-Banking Financial Companies
and new retail customers in 200 districts till
September 29th to explore giving credit.
Don't know who is more confused. The
Government, RBI & financial institutions or
the MSMEs themselves?

M u d r a - Po l i t i c a l f r e e b i e o r
entrepreneurial support

On Tuesday, 26 November, Reserve Bank
of India's deputy governor M.K. Jain
warned bankers about the growing stress
in Mudra loans, which crossed more than
₹3.21 lakh crore system-wide. He asked
them to monitor such loans closely as
unsustainable credit growth in the sector
can risk the system.

The Mudra loan scheme was launched to
help the highly under-funded SMEs in
2015. Within a year of the launch of the
Scheme, the then RBI Governor Raghuram
Rajan had warned of asset quality troubles
bubbling in the Scheme.

Barely two months earlier in September,
Finance Minister Nirmal Sitharaman had
asked State-owned banks not to declare
stressed assets of MSMEs as nonperforming assets (NPAs) till March 31,
2020, as one of the important measures to

MUDRA was set up to offer speedier credit
up to ₹10 lakh to small businesses which
are non- corporate, non-farm small / micro
enterprises and which normally do not get
bank funds due to their poor and mostly no
credit rating. These loans are extended by
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banks, NBFCs, RRBs, Cooperative banks and small
finance banks.
The Government, in July,
informed Parliament that the

NPA in the Mudra scheme of
over ₹3.21 lakh crore had
jumped to 2.68 percent in FY19
from 2.52 percent in FY18. Since
inception of the scheme, over 19
crore loans have been extended
under the scheme up to June
2019. Of the total 3.63 crore
accounts are in default as of
March 2019.
However, according to an RTI
reply, the bad loans in the
Mudra scheme soared a
whopping 126 percent in FY19jumping from ₹7,277.31 crores
in FY18 to ₹16,481.45 crores in
FY19, an increase of ₹9,204.14
crores!
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Bad news from Gujarat
In the meantime, in a letter sent
to MSME minister Nitin Gadkari
on Tuesday, 5thNovember Rajya
Sabha member from Gujarat

and senior Congress leader
Ahmed Patel alleged that bad
loans among MSMEs in the state
increased by 23 per cent in Q1
FY20.
“This rise in NPAs amongst small
businesses is a clear
manifestation of the economic
slowdown,” Patel said in the
letter. MSME bad loans in
Gujarat increased from Rs 7,290
crores in Q1 FY19 to Rs 8,974
crores in Q1 2020, according to
the State Level Bankers'
Committee report.
The implication was that the
non-availability of credit was
the culprit behind bad loans,

citing that over 70 per cent
applications under the 59minute Loan Scheme for loans
up to
Rs. 5 crores failed
to materialize.

M S M E s a d d i n g N PA
woes?
This is precisely the burden of an
excellent article “Are MSMEs
adding to our NPA woes?” by
Vishnu Padmanabhan and
Sneha Alexander (livemint 4
Dec, 2019). Bad loans to micro,
small and medium enterprises
have risen recently but the
sector's access to credit may be a
bigger issue according to
available data.
To add to the burden of NPAs
and outright frauds of large
companies which has seen
banks, in the public, private and

COVER STORY
even co-operative sector
tottering, could be a new NPA
whammy from the MSME sector.
th

In fact, as recently as 26
N o v e m b e r 2 0 1 9 , t h e D y.
Governor of RBI, M.K. Jain drew
attention to the rise of NPAs in
the much-publicised Mudra
loans Scheme which was being
touted as being the engine
driving entrepreneurial spirits of
the youth and creating
employment, which the formal,
organised sector could not.
U.K. Sinha-led RBI Committee
Report

MSMEs becoming nonperforming asset (NPA).
Such a fund could work in
tandem with RBI-mandated
restructuring schemes or bankled NPA revival solutions for
MSMEs.
· Creation of a Governmentsponsored Fund of Funds of
₹10,000 crore to support
venture capital and private
equity firms investing in
MSMEs.

Credit for MSME or the
lack of it
MSMEs, including all firms with
investment in Plant & Machinery
valued at less than ₹10 crore are
a big source of employment and
engines of growth. But these
engines are now sputtering.
Several repeated blows in the
form of demonetization, faulty
implementation of GST etc.,
have constrained MSME
growth. But the consensus is
that the biggest blow to MSMEs
has been the severe liquidity

These concerns were already
pointed out in the U.K. Sinha
Report released in July 2019
which was set up to study the
problems faced by MSMEs. It
was chaired by U.K. Sinha,
former chairman of the
Securities and Exchange
Board of India.
· It suggested a ₹ 5,000 crore
stressed asset fund for
domestic micro, small and
medium enterprises (MSMEs)
in a relief to small businesses
hurt by demonetization, the
goods and services tax and
an ongoing liquidity crunch.
· The committee
recommended the creation of
a distressed asset fund, with a
corpus of ₹5,000 crore,
structured to assist units in
clusters where a change in the
external environment, e.g. a
ban on plastics or 'dumping'
has led to a large number of
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contraction in the comparable
period a year ago.
The incremental credit to
manufacturing segment
contracted by (-) 3.8% during
the period while the incremental
credit to ser vices sector
witnessed a growth of 0.5%.

Give and continue
giving- MSME NPAs
crunch.
Credit available to MSMEs
increased by 12%, from ₹14
trillion in June 2018to ₹15.7
trillion in June 2019, according
to data from Trans Union CIBIL, a
credit information company and
SIDBI.
But the credit requirements of
the MSME sector are vastly
greater than this.

Sectoral Deployment of
Credit
Bank credit to MSMEs has
grown at a CAGR of 15% in the
last decade. Services sector
accounts for over 60% of the
total bank credit disbursed to
MSME sector and thus has been
driving the overall MSME credit.

While we were all under the
impression that the mindboggling NPAs and the frauds
were restricted to the large
companies, it now appears that
the MSME sector may also be
falling prey to the NPA malaise
which has infected our
economy.
According to data from Trans
Union CIBIL, NPA rates across
the MSME sector spiked in the
quarter ending June 2019.

According to a 2018 study, the
MSME sector has a credit gap of
around ₹26 trillion, with 90% of
this gap experienced by micro
and small enterprises.
If we view the share of total
bank credit extended in the
economy, credit to MSMEs has
dried up. In March 2010, 17.3%
of total bank credit was
deployed to MSMEs but in
March 2019 this had shrunk to
13.6%.
To make up for the shortfall,
MSMEs resort to informal
channels of credit which come
with a significantly higher cost
of capital.
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As of September 19, 2019, the
outstanding credit disbursed to
MSME segment total led
Rs 10.57 lakh crores.
The incremental bank credit to
MSME segment witnessed a
contraction of (-)1.0% during
March- September 2019
compared with (-)0.2%

Among firms with credit
exposure of less than a crore, the
NPA rate jumped to 8.7% from
8.1% in the previous quarter.
One distinction is that the NPA
problem, increases with the size
of the loan disbursed. Firms in
the higher exposure segment
(exceeding ₹25 crore) have NPA
rates of around 18%.

COVER STORY
Though private sector banks
and non-banking financial
companies (NBFCs) increasingly
account for a greater share of
the credit to MSMEs, the biggest
formal credit source for MSMEs
remains the public sector banks
(PSBs).
As of June 2019, nearly half of
all credit disbursed to MSMEs

construction sector have the
highest MSMEs NPA rates, while
the auto industry is relatively
less affected.
The biggest reason why MSMEs
are more vulnerable to NPAs is
the nature of their work. Most
small enterprises, both formal
and informal, are parts of supply
chains where they supply their

The very factors that make
MSME credit vulnerable to NPAs
are contributing to the overall
MSME liquidity crunch. Banks
are wary of the risks associated
with MSMEs and are hence
reluctant to lend. Assessing the
credit-worthiness of MSMEs can
also be difficult, especially in the
absence of financial details.
The Indian government is trying
to address these issues. In 2017,
i t l a u n c h e d t h e Tr a d e
Receivables Discounting System
(TReDS), an exchange designed
to expedite payments to
MSMEs. Also, on access to
credit, banks have constantly
been directed to lend to MSMEs
as part of the RBI's priority sector
lending requirements.

Is the IBC Amendment a
game changer for MSME
credit?
came from Public Sector Banks
and these are the banks most
vulnerable to MSME-related
NPAs. In the June 2019 quarter,
16% of all Public Sector Bank
MSME credit was NPAs (up from
14.5% in the same quarter in
June 2017) nearly three times
the rates in private banks and
NBFCs.

What is pinching MSMEs
Not all MSMEs are equally
affected. Some industries are
suffering more. According to the
Trans Union CIBIL report, the
textile sector and the

Ÿ

Before Diwali, Finance
Minister Nirmala Sitharaman
had estimated that
companies holding up
payments to micro, small
and medium enterprises
(MSMEs) can clear as much
as Rs 40,000 crore. Dues to
small and medium
enterprises are actually
much larger, estimated to be
about Rs 6 trillion.

Ÿ

The Insolvency and
Bankruptcy Code (IBC) has
provided small enterprises in
India, a way to force large
companies to pay pending
dues. Information utility
National e-governance

products and services to larger
firms.
This translates into delayed
payments from larger firms,
constrained liquidity and
greater difficulty in repaying
loans. According to the U.K.
Sinha report, this cycle explains
around 41% of all stressed loans
in the MSME sector.
Other business-related factors
also make MSME credit
vulnerable to NPAs. Small firms,
for instance, find it more difficult
to withstand a sudden change in
competition or regulation.
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Ÿ

Ÿ

Services (NeSL) will now
make public the names of
companies which default on
payments.

corroboration of the Invoice
by the Buyer. That was the
missing link in the factoring
market.

Receivables Electronic Discount
System (TReDS), can expand
massively.

The details will be shared
with all creditors making
banks and other financial
institutions that deal with
the defaulter company ask
questions.

· The Insolvency and
Bankruptcy Board of India by
now making it compulsory for
companies that receive
queries from NeSL-like
information utilities to confirm
that there is a bill pending
against them from SMEs, among
others.

A different game is
playing out in UP

Remember, the Reser ve

There is an old adage which says
that almost anything you say
about India, you can also say the
exact opposite. Confirming it is
news coming out of Uttar
Pradesh which seems to be the
exact opposite of the mournful
voices from Gujarat.
The MSME sector currently
contributes 65 per cent of the
state's annual industrial output
and is the second biggest
employer after agriculture.

Bank of India set up TReDS Trade Receivables Electronic
Discount System-(TReDS), in
2014 as a set of rules to
facilitate the trade
receivables financing of
MSMEs from corporate
buyers through multiple
financiers.
Ÿ

Ÿ

It did not take off and even
now the turnover of the
business of competing
companies on the TReDS
platform is just about
Rs 10,000 crore annually.
That was because there was
no corroboration or delayed
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Companies now cannot wilfully
ignore such messages to
corroborate Invoices by the
buyers.
If they do ignore, after 15 days
of the last reminder the bill is
deemed to have become a
verified piece of paper. The bill
then becomes a piece of
tradable financial instrument
that a small enterprise can sell at
a discount on various online
financial platforms to
prospective buyers like banks.
On the basis of this change, the
factoring market, or the Trade

According to the data released
by the MSME export
promotion council, UP posted
100 per cent growth in the
MSME sector between 201516 and 2017-18 from about 4.4
million units to 9 million.
“The state of UP has been on an
average adding 1.5 million new
MSME units every year since
2015-16, and providing jobs to
more than 16.5 million people,
including almost 2.8 million
women,” MSME EPC Chairman
D S Rawat.
UP's flagship scheme is the “One
District, One Product” (ODOP)
scheme, which is aimed at
promoting traditional and
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indigenous industries. It has
been proposed to integrate the
programme with the MSME
policy for greater benefits of
scale and leverage.
Uttar Pradesh seems poised to
hit the micro, small and medium
enterprises (MSME) count of 14
million by 2021-22, up more
than 50 per cent from the figure
of 9 million in 2017-18.

MSMEs – Climbing the
Export Ladder
India is not so much integrated
into global manufacturing
supply chains compared to
other Asian peers. This has
made India the only major Asian
nation that's increasing its
export share since the start of

the tariff wars as reported by
Bloomberg. The report added
that India's exports edged
higher by 1.71 per cent in the
first quarter of 2019 as against
1.58 per cent in the fourth
quarter of 2017.
In addition, from 2018, when
the trade war began, modest
gains have been made by Indian
SMEs in capturing the
international market, which
otherwise is highly competitive
and difficult to penetrate. This
has continued in FY 2019-20,
with a large increase in exports
to the US, as well as, China in
the April-August period.
In India's quest to become an
export-led growth economy
once again, it's domestic Small

and Medium Enterprises (SMEs)
will have a big opportunity at
hand. Since the start of the trade
war in April 2018, overall
exports to the US grew by 9.46
per cent year on year in Fy19
and to China by 25.6 per cent
year on year.
In the current financial year,
FY19-20, exports to the US have
grown by 2.93 per cent from
April-August, and by 10.69 per
cent to China for the same
period. The time to act is now.
The top sectors that are seeing
increased exports include
electronics, textiles, jewellery,
leather products, ceramics,
meat and dair y products,
medicines, among others and
commodities including mineral
fuels, gold and diamonds.
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For example, India has
leveraged opportunities from
the trade war by exporting more
plastic, cotton, inorganic
chemicals and marine products
to China.

gradation, product design,
reduction of the cost of
production and improving
quality. He was confident that
India could increase its share of
international exports for which
the Government was committed

Nitin Gadkari – MSME Policy

to develop a helpful policy.

The Government is working on

The other aspect was putting
together Government policy to

two policies to increase MSME

He was deeply concerned over
defence procurement procedure
saying that the files are stuck for
many years, so much so that by
the time the product
specification is finalised and
tenders are issued, the products
become outdated.
MSMEs do not get much work
from the defence sector, despite
the massive potential, he said.
He has sought changes in the
Defence procurement system
and a sound policy to help
MSMEs get defence orders.

A peek into the future of
MSME finance

exports and bring down imports
by encouraging local production
according to Union MSME and
Road Transport Minister Nitin
Gadkari.
Firstly, on the industries which
are into export business - how to
support and increase their
export.
Using the leather industry as an
example, he said, it has a total
turnover of Rs 1,40,000 crore of
which Rs. 80,000 crore to
Rs 90,000 crore is domestic and
around Rs 45,000-50,000 crore
is from export.
It has tremendous potential,
provided the leather industry
works on modernizations, up
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increase indigenous production
of products that are being
imported. The products that are
being particularly imported
should get manufactured in the
country itself for which the
MSME Ministry is talking with
the Commerce Ministr y to
finalise the policies.

Some of the things outlined by
RBI Dy. Governor M.K. Jain gives
us an understanding of how
MSME credit is likely to develop
from now on going into the
future.
· Careful scrutiny:
Banks need to focus on the
repayment capacity at the
appraisal stage itself and
monitor loans through the life
cycle of the account much more
closely.

Gadkari emphasized on three
important factors

· Growth of Fintech:

· Reducing capital cost

Interesting to see leading ecommerce companies tying up
with banks and NBFCs to offer
working capital loans to their
suppliers, that are mostly micro
and small enterprises, at
competitive terms.

· Reducing power cost and.,
· Reducing the logistics cost
to become competitive in the
international market and these
factors have also been taken
into account while drafting the
new policy.

COVER STORY
own interest and to
serve a wider clientele
base.

· MSME funding made easy:

d e v e l o p m e n t s

As a result of the improved
digital footprint, MSMEs have
become attractive clients for
banks, NBFCs and MFIs, thereby
reducing their dependence on
informal source of funds.

· Hold on to ethics:

· Advantages of tech:
The cost of credit for MSMEs will
also come down meaningfully
as lending will shif t from
collateral based lending to cash
flow-based lending.

· Guard against risks of Tech:

Micro finance lenders need to
increase transparency, address
customer-centric issues and
safeguard the interest of lowincome customers, putting the
interest of their clients first and
implement the code for
responsible lending.
· Broaden clientele &
geography:
MFIs must also broaden their
client outreach to reduce the
concentration of risk in their

From a financial
inclusiveness
perspective, MFIs
should critically review
their operations so that
other regions don't
remain under served.
Even as MSMEs navigate
through a troubled economic
slowdown, everywhere there
are signs of a new renewal.
From exports looking upto
FinTech easing the pains of
getting credit to amendments of
the law to smoothen the path to
faster payment from large
companies. Above all MSMEs
are finally being recognized for
what they actually are, centres
of vibrant innovation,
generators of employment and
growth.

Technology has its own
share of risks and
challenges for the
financial sector
regulators and
s u p e r v i s o r s .
Early recognition of these
risks and initiating action
to mitigate the related
regulatory and
supervisory challenges is
key to harnessing the full
potential of these
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OF THIS AND THAT
NOIDA – THE MOBILE
MANUFACTURING HUB OF INDIA
In 2014, India had just two mobile phone
manufacturing units. But thanks to the
"Make in India" push, the country now has
268 mobile handset and accessories
manufacturing units, with Noida / Greater
Noida well on the way to becoming a
global hub.
This city is setting a scorching pace
Mobile manufacturing activity is growing at
a scorching pace in the Noida /Greater
Noida area due to the "Make in India"
initiative. The region is set to produce about
30 per cent of an estimated 100 crore
mobile phones the country will produce
annually by 2025.
Currently, Noida has more than 80 mobile
manufacturing units, employing over
50,000 people. These 80 units produce
mobile handsets as well as components for
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handsets such as
chargers/adapters, battery packs and
earphones etc.
During 2018-19, India saw the production
of 29 crore units and the bulk of the
production came from the Noida-Greater
Noida region.
Birth of a Global Hub?
Chairman of the India Cellular & Electronics
Association, Pankaj Mahindroo was quoted
by IANS as saying "Noida is envisioned to
become a global hub for mobile phone and
components manufacturing.
We estimate that out of the targeted $190
billion value production and 100 crore
volume of phones to be produced by 2025,
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30 percent of mobile phones
will be manufactured in Noida,
which is over $57 billion
productions of just phones, a 4x
increase from the present
numbers," ICEA, Chairman
Pankaj Mahindroo was quoted
by IANS.

He also claimed that in the next
4 to 5 years, the component and
the sub-assembly industry is
expected to touch $20-25
billion. According to ICEA, about
95 per cent of mobile phones
sold in India are produced in the
country itself.
Who's who of the mobile
world

assembly units, by the end of
this year in India.
It has three facilities in Greater
Noida of which one at its Kasna based factory in Greater Noida is
fully operational, manufacturing
5 crore smart phones.

The other two are expected to
be operational by year-end to
double the capacity to 10 crore
units by next year. Oppo is also
set to invest more in its Research
& Development unit in
Hyderabad.
Vivo, which earlier this month
rolled out a new manufacturing
facility in Greater Noida as part
of its approximately Rs 7,500
crore investment plan in India, is
ready to produce more than 3.3
crore devices annually, from its
current production of 2.5 crore
units.

South Korean tech giant
Samsung, which opened its
biggest mobile factory at Sector
81 last year, is set to double its
mobile phones manufacturing
capacity in Noida from 6.8 crore
to 12 crore units a year by 2020.

Enter Apple

Chinese smart phone maker
Oppo is set to start two more

"Apple has started
manufacturing phones in India,
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including components. They
have started making iPhones in
India and also components for
exports. But this is just the tip of
the iceberg.
“I want a robust presence of
Apple in India. A super robust
presence of Samsung in India.

Apple is also on board as far as
the India story in concerned," IT
and Telecom Minister Ravi
Shankar Prasad told the media
in September.
India currently has over 450
million smart phone users, the
number of which is expected to
reach 859 million by 2022,
according to a latest
ASSOCHAM-PwC joint study."
Our domestic market vis-a-vis
domestic manufacturing is
saturated and we have set our
sights on a target of Rs 7.7 lakh
crore of exports by 2025,"
Mahindroo of ICEA said.

BIRD’s EYE VIEW

The capacity of this ecosystem to
reach out and touch the lives of
people living in more than
650000 villages in India has the
capacity to create a social,
cultural and economic
revolution, no less. The market
size of the vernacular content
market alone in India is
estimated at $53 Bn

Vernacular is now a hep
word
The signs have been there for a
long time. Small town India is
beginning to show that a big
price will have to be paid by
those who are English and big
city-centric and underestimate
places like Ranchi, Trichur and
Bhubaneshwar.
A talented, capable, aspirational
class is out there, which has not
only broken into the Indian
cricket team, athletics, sport,
music and dance but has begun
flexing its muscles in every field.
The word “vernacular” meaning
the language or dialect spoken
by the ordinary people in a
country or region which had a
down market ring to it, is
suddenly being looked at with

new respect as the entry to self a
vast, aspiring and growing
market.

Internet to ride the
vernacular boom
Vernacular has now become a
catch-all phrase for the Indian
regional language internet
ecosystem. And the context of its
use in a rapidly burgeoning
internet is already making the
word fashionable.
The success stories of regional
language internet services,
products and social networks
such as ShareChat, DailyHunt,
Lokal, and even China-born
TikTok should come as no
surprise to anyone who has been
paying attention to the growth
of the internet in India.

A study by KPMG on the
vernacular internet users in India
has estimated that out of the
total 735 Mn internet users in
India by the year 2021, 73%(or
536 Mn) are going to be Indian
language internet users. This
means any tech company that's
catering to this rising tide is likely
to see significant growth.
Tamil and Hindi-speaking
internet users have recorded the
highest adoption rate of - 42%
and 39% respectively - for
internet services. As per 2011
census, Tamil and Hindi speakers
together make up around 49% of
the total Indian population.
What fuels the boom
The vernacular or regional
language-focussed internet
companies in India have now a
tremendous and growing pool of
rural internet subscribers (TRAI)
base in India to target. This is
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growing at a rate of 24% (20152018) compared to the 21%
growth rate in urban internet
subscribers. Affordable
smartphones and even cheaper
data costs are the two major
catalysts in this boom.
Data consumption in India is
expected to surge from 3.5 GB
per month (2017) to 17.5 GB per
month in 2021. This is a surge of
5x in just five years.Google,
Facebook, Twitter and others
have also focused on Indian
languages in the past year or so.
These tech giants have spurred
on investments in early and
growth stage start-ups as well.

The total funding amount into
regional language start-ups
between 2014 and Q3 2019
was approximately $708 Mn
across 49 deals. With a 33%
growth rate and a median
funding amount of $5.8 Mn
between 2015 and 2018,
there's no doubt that the
vernacular internet ecosystem is
on the rise.
Which way is the wind
blowing?
If we look at the demand side of
the market, social media and
chat apps, digital entertainment
and online news are the most
successful products in the

vernacular space. This can be
ascertained from the fact that
out of 530 minutes per week
spent online by Indian language
internet users, 62% (328
min/week) is on these
applications, according to the
KPMG report.
This is a brave new world and
all those reaching out to the
Other India will find the going
tough, the terrain strange and
the need for innovation high.
But like all pioneers, it is over
time that they will reap the
riches of being among the
first to discover Vernacular
Land.

SCORPION SUBMARINES TO GET DRDO'S
“AIR-INDEPENDENT PROPULSION”
What is an AIP System?
An AIP system powers a
submarine without using air
from the atmosphere, which is
essential for a conventional
diesel-electric submarines. In
the latter, large banks of
electric batteries power electric
motors that turn the
submarine's propellers. But the
batteries quickly get
discharged and the boat must
surface every day or two to run
onboard diesel generators
(which require atmospheric air)
to recharge their batteries.
During this process, the
sur faced submarine is
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vulnerable to detection since
enemy radars quickly detect
submarine masts or snorkels
protruding above the surface.
What are the alternatives?

To avoid detection, the ideal
solution is nuclear propulsion.
Nuclear reactors require no
oxygen, which allows these
submarines almost indefinite
underwater endurance.

BIRD’s EYE VIEW
However, nuclear propulsion
has technology challenges and
India is struggling to build a
reactor small enough for an
attack submarine.
AIP provides the next best
solution, allowing submarines
to remain underwater for up to
two weeks, which provides the
enemy with less opportunity to
detect a surfaced boat.
The DRDO's AIP system relies on
the innovative Phosphoric Acid
Fuel Cell (PAFC) technology. This
is more rugged, tolerant of fuel
impurities, and offers longer life
and efficiency, which makes it
cost-effective.
Air Independent Propulsion
(AIP) has a force multiplier effect
on lethality of a diesel electric
submarine as it enhances the

submerged endurance of the
boat, several folds.
The “air independent
propulsion” (AIP) system that
the Defence R&D Organisation
(DRDO) is indigenously
developing will be ready to
drive the Indian Navy's
submarines from 2024
onwards.

DRDO's AIP to be
retrofitted from 2024
This AIP will not power the six
new submarines that the navy is
tendering in a Rs 45,000 crore
programme called Project 75-I.
Instead, those six boats will
have AIP systems from a foreign
vendor.
Meanwhile, the DRDO's AIP
system will, from 2024-25

onward, be “retrofitted” into six
Scorpene submarines that are
currently being built in India
under Project 75 according to
sources.
Navy chief, Admiral Karambir
Singh was demonstrated a landbased prototype (LBP) of the AIP,
which has demonstrated the
ability to generate power,
independent of air, for up to two
weeks. The DRDO's current
challenge is to develop this LBP
into a “marinized” AIP system,
which can fit into an actual
submarine and operate
underwater in live conditions.
Navy and DRDO sources are
confident that can be achieved
in three-to-four years.
(Source: Ajai Shukla, Business
rd
Standard, 3 December 2019)
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Ease of Doing
Business in India
A Chartered Accountant's
Perspective By CA Jayaraman P.P.

Increasingly, the main concern has been that the compliance
burden should not weigh down businesses from expanding, and
at the same time, there should be proper compliance for a
sustained growth of the economy.
Looking back
Statutory compliance of Businesses has
undergone massive changes for the better
in the last 30 years in India.
India after independence was a mixed
economy which incorporated the principles
of both capitalism, as well as, socialism.
Though India was a mixed economy, in the
initial decades, it was more skewed to the
socialist side. This has now changed
remarkably in the past 10 years, with more
changes around the corner.
The latter-day leaders realized, or were
made to realise, that wealth creation and
progress are more assured in a capitalist
economy than a socialist one.
As a result, more emphasis is being placed
on making the Government more
supportive to the interests of the
businessmen.
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Increasingly, the main concern has been
that the compliance burden should not
weigh down businesses from expanding,
and at the same time, there should be
proper compliance for a sustained growth
of the economy.

Racing ahead
India has jumped 14 places to take the 63rd
position on the World Bank's ease of doing
business ranking. The country was 77th
among 190 countries in the previous
ranking. In its Doing Business 2020 report,
the World Bank commended the reform
efforts undertaken by the country.
If you recall India stood at a dismal 142nd
out of 189 nations just 5 years back in
2014. When Finance Minister Nirmala
Sitharaman says that a sub-50 ranking is
now our aim, one realises the sea-change
in Government's attitude to business.
Ÿ The improvements have happened in
various areas ranging from:

EDITORIAL
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Ÿ Legislative amendments
Ÿ Better implementation
Ÿ Use of the latest technology
and;
Ÿ Lessening the human
interface.
In the past, before government
adopted electronic means for

3.Visiting Government
departments personally for
follow up.
4.Getting certificates, approvals
and permissions from the
departments.
5.Following up for refunds with IT
departments.

compliance, lots of time used to
be wasted on certain
unproductive, non-value adding
jobs which were, however,
required for proper compliance.
To jog your memory, here are a
few such jobs in which a lot of
time was wasted in the past, with
special emphasis on Income Tax,
Sales Tax and Service Tax.

6.Printing of various physical
reports and statements.

1.Getting the correct forms from
the departments.
2.Submission of these forms by
waiting in long queues.
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Today, most of the jobs listed
above are not required anymore,
as most of them have been made
online.
All one needs to do, is have good
computer devices and fast
internet connections.

Areas where lot of
changes have taken place

EDITORIAL
What has contributed to
the change?
The following factors have
contributed to the ease of doing
business in India as far as
taxation compliance is
concerned.

Enactment of the Information
Technology Act, 2000 gave legal
sanctity to electronic evidences.
Slowly, there were many other
legislative amendments that
came in support of introduction
of technology in statutor y
compliance.

1998. Soon other departments
f o l l o w e d s u i t . To d a y, a l l
Government Departments are
online with all registrations and
compliances.
Why even the traffic police
fine/levy of penalty has gone
online and you get an E Challan
for payment of your fine for
wrong parking etc., by way of
SMS!

The Transition process &
effects
Transparency & reduced
corruption
With the advent of Y2K, there
was a lot of advancement in
Information technology, which
enabled the Government to
adopt technology for Eg o v e r n a n c e . Te c h n o l o g i c a l
advancement in E-governance
has also helped in reducing the
human interface which has
immensely reduced corruption.
Transparency and accountability
has increased among assesses
and professionals as well.
Reduced time required for
travel & compliance

Legislative amendments:

Technological improvements

Many amendments in the
Income Tax Act have been made
in the last ten to fifteen years to
do away with unnecessary
paper work, approvals and
clearance certificates.

The credit for ease of doing
business cannot be given to the
legislative amendments alone.
Electronic filing of Income Tax
returns was legalised in the year

Technological improvements
have also added value to
business. It has reduced
traveling time of businessmen,
professionals etc to a great
extent enabling them to
concentrate more on their core
work. Earlier, most professionals
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had their offices in the main city
areas and used to travel on a
daily basis to their office from
the suburbs. Nowadays this has
reduced to a great extent which
has given extra time to the
professionals to update their
knowledge or to pursue their
passions.

This of course is only a teething
trouble of sorts and should
disappear in the next couple of
years when the users become
more aware of the requirements
of the system and the
department comes out with
more items in the drop-down
lists.

Earlier, the due dates in income
tax were earlier not very strictly
enforced and you could always
file a Form 6 for any delay in
filing the return of income. You
only needed to furnish the
reasons or circumstances
beyond your control which
delayed your return. Only in

Short response time

exceptional cases, would the ITO
refuse to extend the date of filing
the return.

Earlier, filing of income tax
return used to take anywhere
between four to five days, from
tallying of trial balance to
preparation of computation
manually, calculation of tax
manually and then filling up the
lengthy form of about fifteen to
twenty pages, again manually.
All this has been now replaced
by computerized accounts,
preparing of computation and
ITR form filling handled through
the income tax software, which
are either of the Government site
or private companies, which are
very simple and nearly effortless
compared to the manual filling
up of forms.

Forms / Explanations not
accepted
However, on the flip side, it has
reduced the human interface
almost to NIL with the result that
certain forms or explanations are
not getting accepted by the
departments as the online portal
has certain standard reasoning
with a drop-down list in which
one needs to fit in to solve their
query.
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Fu r t h e r, i t h a s m a d e t h e
response time very short for all
professionals and businesses in
general. For example, as a
professional, you need to
respond to an email query for an
opinion, on the same day or the
very next day. Otherwise it will
be considered unprofessional by
the clients.
Earlier, it used to take a lot of
time, even weeks to get an
opinion from a professional.
No, even Assesses from other
cities are able to get an opinion
from say, Mumbai experts at a
short notice.

Nowadays as the due date
approaches, the professionals
pray that the date be extended.
Even though the department has
fixed due dates, clients have still
not changed their mind set in
endlessly delaying the giving of
necessary details and paying off
the tax before the due date.
Most of these happen during the
last few days of the due dates
and often, even at the last
minute.
Youngsters in the profession are

EDITORIAL
completely attuned to e filing,
e payment etc but what they
may not know is that there used
to be a time when these were
unheard of, and all the CAs and
other professionals used to
literally work night and day to
tally a trial balance and go
through voluminous papers and
bulky account ledgers to make
handwritten copies of the final
accounts and give it then to
expert typists for typing them
out.

Even Xerox was just in its
beginning stage and all
agreements and other
documents used to be typed out
again and then “Certified as true
copy”!

But is there real ease of
doing business?
If some things have become
simplified, the responsibilities
and requirements of compliance
in various areas has truly
multiplied.
· Compliance requirements
from various authorities
Nowadays for passport, Visa,
bank loans, housing loans and

for various other things like
credit card issue, you need the
tax papers to be given.
There have been cases when a
student's US Visa was not
cleared due to her parents' noncompliance with tax laws in
India.

·Compliances for
Government Panel
Memberships
Many of the Government panel
memberships are allotted only
where the statutory compliance
is proper and timely. The
Government and regulators like
SEBI, ROC and Stock Exchange
have also been regularly
upgrading the compliance
requirements.

·Requirements of big
businesses houses while
awarding contracts to small
contractors
Even for small time contractors,
statutor y compliance has
become very important to get
new contracts or for even
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qualifying in the tenders with
big PSUs, Corporations and
governments.

Now you can expect stricter
enforcement from the
department.

The way forward

Change in mind set of
youngsters.

Now after the success of efiling
,epayment, e assessment,
faceless assessment (which has
now started very recently) and
e appeals, as per the plans of
the Government, the next step
will be the hearing of Income Tax
Appellate Tribunals on Skype,
saving the time of both the

judges and professionals, in
traveling, waiting for their turn
to be heard, avoiding unwanted
adjournment applications and
passing of ex-parte orders .
In the past because of lot of
paper work, enforcement was
not so strict as even the
Department could not get much
time for data mining and
analysis.
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This board should actually be
kept in every professional's
office. The youngsters want to
simplify their lives and have
some free time, unlike earlier
generations, to enjoy life.

The new generation of
entrepreneurs is very much
interested in proper compliance
since everything is online now
and they do not mind the cost
attached to the compliance.

As professionals under the
changed circumstances, the
time has come for introspection
and change.

There is an attitudinal change.

Maybe, this is the only way to
attain the much sought after
dream of a “work life balance”.

As one youngster told me, he
would rather pay a professional
to comply with the requirements
to be on the right side of law,
than pay a penalty later.
In fact, he had a board in his
office which read “if you feel
compliance is costly, try noncompliance”.

It is clear that specialization and
doing a limited amount of work
is what the future dictates.

(The author is a Practising
Chartered Accountant of Thane
and can be reached at
ppjcaoffice@gmail.com )
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COSIA CHAPTER NEWS

Vendor Development
Program for “Maha
Metro Rail Corporation
Ltd.''
Minimum 25% of their requirements has to be procured from
Industries falling under MSME category and out of that 4% is
reserved for SC / ST category and 3 % for Women Entrepreneurs

COSIA takes the initiative
COSIA (Vidarbha Chapter) under the
Chairmanship of Mayank Shukla organized a
Super Successful Vendor Development
Program on 11th November 2019, jointly
with MIDC Industries Association (Hingna)
and the Joint Director of Industries to cater to
the requirements of the "Maharashtra Metro
Rail Corporation Ltd".
The program was inaugurated by Dr. Brijesh
Dixit (MD, MMRL) and P. M. Parlewar,
Director MSME-DI, Nagpur was present as
the Guest of Honour.
President of MIA C.G. Shegaonkar delivered
a gracious welcome address.
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MD, MMRL welcomes Vendors –
Great scope
Chairman COSIA (Vidarbha) in his opening
remarks appreciated the positive response
of MMRL to encourage and promote local
vendors in their procurement policy.
He said that the presence of the Managing
Director, MMRL in this program will greatly
enthuse local entrepreneurs in developing
businesses relationships with MMRL.
Speaking to the entrepreneurs,
Dr Dixit said, although they had missed the
opportunity of participating in the Phase I
work,

COSIA CHAPTER NEWS
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there is a still a lot of scope to
participate as the Phase II work
is about to start.
Pune Metro Work is entrusted to
Maha Metro, Nashik RubberWheel Metro work is also with
Maha Metro and an Aluminum
Metro Coach factory is also likely
to come up in this region. Better
late than never, he added.
The Metro involves a huge
investment and has enormous
potential to change the Socio-
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Economic face of Nagpur, he
said.
Procurement mandated under
MSME Act
Mr. P.M. Parlewar, Director,
MSME-DI said that since Maha
Metro is a joint project of the
State and Central Governments
involving an equal share of
contribution, they must follow
the purchase policy as per MSME

Act that is: Minimum 25% of
their requirements has to be
procured from Industries
falling under MSME category
and out of that 4% is
reserved for SC/ST category
and 3 % for Women
E n t r e p r e n e u r s ,
Shri Bharti, General Manager,
DIC, Nagpur said that the
new State Package Scheme
of Incentives further
encourages local vendors
and particularly those in MSME
sector.
The program was conducted by
S.M Patwardhan, Vice-President,
MIA and the vote of thanks was
proposed by Sandip Darwekar,
COSIA core committee member.
The huge response to advance
Program Registration compelled
the organizers to stop Spot
Registration. There is every
likelihood of a repeat of the
program in the near future.

The Last Word
Bad times don't last
This may sound like a terrible cliché but it happens to be true. Survivors are those who keep
the faith and battle on till the rains come. In this case, till the economy which seems to be
dozing at the moment, comes awake.
Bad times separate the women from the girls, the men from the boys. It may seem a
heartless thing to say, but just like it is in the natural world, some enterprises which have a
bad product or price their products badly or have not expanded their market or invested in
R & D or been innovative enough or not built up a skilled and motivated work force or a
hundred other such things, will die.

Seshan Ranganathan

Those who survive are those who planned ahead, anticipated bad
times, maintained financial discipline and did some or all those things
which the others failed to do. Add more than a little bit of luck to the
mixture and you have a recipe for survival, even growth during bad
times.
What must Government do?
Firstly, both the citizens and the Government must rid themselves of
this belief that the Government can solve all the problems of the
economy. The Government must understand and accept that it is a
facilitator and not an actor.
The citizens provide both the engine and the fuel. The Government has
its hands on the steering and can accelerate, provided the engine is working and sufficient fuel is available. No engine
and fuel can contribute to a safe and speedy journey, if the hands on the steering are unsteady and the driver does not
know when to accelerate, slow down or stop.
Economies are built by farmers, miners, entrepreneurs, workers, housewives and professionals. In fact, almost
everyone else, except the politicians and the bureaucrats who think they do.
Pretense has a price and we are paying it
To help the Government pretend that they drive the economy through Public Sector companies, Public Sector Defence
Units, Airlines, hotels etc most of which have been bleeding financially for decades, we the citizens keep slogging
away eternally to staunch the bleeding with our taxes and in a very real way with out very lives.
So, an Air India which is criminally hemorrhaging for years together is propped up with our tax money for a relatively
privileged class to continue to be in highly paid employment, for the airline to be run grossly inefficiently, for it to
become a sinkhole of corruption and a free plaything for bureaucrats and politicians.
Government needs to concentrate on education, defense, transportation/digital networks and regulate the financial
system to ensure that there is a level playing field and ease of doing business. Leave the rest to the people. If they can
contribute massively to the growth of whatever country they now inhabit, they are certainly capable of doing it for
Mother India.
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